OVERVIEW
As we move into our 7th month of economic distress due to
COVID and the recent drop in oil prices, many firms are facing
difficult headwinds.
For some, the solution lies in cutting costs quickly enough to
regain profitability. Those are the lucky ones. Other firms are
at a critical juncture where they are considering some sort of
restructuring or turnaround strategy.
And while restructuring consultants are adept at navigating
the legal angles, finding bridge or DIP financing, and ensuring
that court filings happen on
time, distressed firms can also leverage consultants with deep
industry performance expertise.

In addition to simply understanding the operating business
better, these consultants can use their strong
networks to bring together joint and collaborative investment
potential for additional value creation. This is especially true
in upstream oil & gas, midstream and oil field services where
industry complexities require specific expertise.
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BUSINESS
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RUN BUSINESSES BETTER
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IMPROVED OPERATIONAL WORKFLOWS
INNOVATION

Regardless of
industry, the
RESTRUCTURING
playbook has a
few common
functions:

OBTAIN
DIP
financing

RUN
the business
through
the
process

ENSURE that
the extensive
court filings are
complete and
delivered on time

THOSE ARE ALL VITAL STEPS AND ENSURING THEY HAPPEN
ON TIME AND ON BUDGET
IS ESSENTIAL TO ANY RESTRUCTURING.

But in both 2015 and in 2020,
we’ve seen companies augment
this common playbook with
an enhanced approach to
restructuring
to capture additional value.

Here are a few of the missing pieces:

Staging costcutting related
to field
costs, labor
utilization, and
3rd party vendor
costs

Cash
acceleration

Long– and
short–term
strategies
around asset
optimization
utilizing
decision
tree scenarios

Developing
long and
short–term
investment
strategies

Variablization
of the
workforce to
improve labor
utilization and
costs

LET'S TAKE EACH OF
THESE IN TURN
Cutting costs during restructuring
is clearly essential. But timing matters.
It requires cost analytics by cost element
and analyzing the timing of source spend on

365 DAY AND 52 WEEK CYCLES

THIS TYPE OF ANALYSIS
ALLOWS THE
ORGANIZATION TO
• Identify what moves costs,
• The source inside the organization triggering the costs
• And the organizational buying patterns

Cash acceleration is also vital.
Simple approaches like asking vendors to pay more quickly can be
difficult after filing.

CASH ACCELERATION
CAN BE IMPROVED BY
UNDERSTANDING THE CORE AREAS
THAT SLOW CASH DOWN AS IT
MOVES THROUGH THE BUSINESS SUCH
AS:
•
•
•
•

Commercial contracting
Field operations
Settlement
Invoicing and collection

Points 3 and 4 are about having the right people on the restructuring team. Taking the
upstream space as an example, the right mix of assets for the restructured company is vital.
This not only involves selling properties but potentially buying them as well. Getting this
piece right takes different skill sets than those deployed by typical restructuring
consultants. Value gets unlocked by deploying a multi-disciplined team with prior
successful experiences to enhance strategy and identify potential opportunities.

Finally, both in the restructuring process and on a go -forward basis, companies can
gain significant value by variabilizing their workforce. Most companies hew to traditional
corporate structure where nearly everything is in –house with committed salarybased structures. Properly transforming labor utilization requires a desk output model
scheduled on 365 daily cycles and 52 weekly cycles tied to the volume of work. These daily
and weekly models identify work produced and allow the organization to eliminate nonproductive employee time that creates idle cost. Through these data analytics, the
organization gains the information needed to modify roles and leverage a gig economy or a
just-in-time, agile workforce , reducing expensive static labor. Firms can also identify what is
invested and what is produced for that investment, allowing the organization to assess the
value of the output.
WE’VE FOUND THAT UPWARDS OF 35% OF THE FIELD
OPERATIONS, FINANCE, ACCOUNTING, LAND, AND IT FUNCTIONS
CAN SUCCESSFULLY BE VARIABLIZED IN
RESTRUCTURING AND TURNAROUND SITUATIONS.

VALUE BASED CONSULTING
CUSTOM SOL UTIONS.
I M PA C T F U L R E S U LT S .

With COVID-19 and weakness in the oil markets, we’re seeing a huge uptick in companies under
duress. However, more focus on new operating models can unlock value. Restructuring is hard. It’s hard
on employees, hard on bondholders, and hard on management. But we’ve found that enhancing your
restructuring playbook with:
1.Strong field asset analytics
2.Accurate and timely financial data
3.Workforce productivity analyses
4.Constant focus on capital allocation and structuring

provides the missing piece that aligns the turnaround and the growth strategy, generating significant
added value through the restructuring process.
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